AGENDA FOR THE INTERSESSIONAL OPEN CONSULTATIONS ON THE REVISED DRAFT LEGALLY BINDING INSTRUMENT ON TNCs AND OBEs WITH RESPECT TO HUMAN RIGHTS
OEIGWG - HRC RESOLUTION 26/9
May-June 2021

First open informal consultation: Wednesday 26 May 2021, 10:00 – 12:00 CET (virtual format, English only)

Preamble and Articles 1 to 7 of the revised draft LBI, with special focus on:

- Definitions
- Scope
- Rights of Victims
- Prevention
- Access to Remedy

Second open informal consultation: Friday 11 June 2021, 10:00 – 12:00 CET (virtual format, English only)

Articles 8 to 14 of the revised draft LBI, with special focus on:

- Legal Liability
- Adjudicative Jurisdiction
- Applicable Law
- Mutual Legal Assistance and International Cooperation

General guiding question (for both consultations):
Does your delegation have any new or update textual proposal(s) to address the core issues of Articles (1 to 7) or (8 to 14) of the revised draft LBI, focused on solving what you consider as remaining gaps or divergences, particularly in the light of the comments and proposals presented by States and other relevant stakeholders in the 6th Session of the OEIGWG or in their submissions, or can you suggest (an)other effective alternative(s) for approaching those issues in the third revised draft LBI?